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Abstract—Face Expression Recognition (FER) has become
main area of interest due to its wide applications. Automatic
Facial expression recognition has drawn the attention of
researchers as it has many applications. Facial Expression
Recognition gives important information about emotions of a
human being. Many feature selection methods have been
developed for identification of expressions from still images and
real time videos. This work gives a detailed review of research
works done in the field of facial expression identification and
various methodologies implemented for facial expression
recognition.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The most predominant non-verbal communication method
used to understand the mentality of a human being is the
facial expression. Automatic Facial Expression has become
a prime area of research because of its wide applications in
various fields like Implementation of Security, Counseling
Systems, Lie detection in interrogation etc. A facial
expression recognition system is an automated system which
can analyze the features of the face from static image or a
live video dataset and identify the facial expression into
various classes. The expression of the face is a primary form
of mental and emotional state. Research of Psychologist
Mehrabian [1] shows that only 7% of the actual information
is transmitted orally, and 38% is passes by auxiliary of
language, such as the rhythm and speed of speech, tone, etc.
The information ratio which is transmitted by the expression
of face has reached 55%. So, most of valuable information
can be obtained by facial expression recognition that gives
the best way to understand person's mental state. In 1872,
Darwin [2] announced the expression consistency.
According to him, the expression of face cannot be
estimated by the gender and race of the person. In the
1970’s, Ekman and Friesen [3, 4] made a research work for
recognizing the facial expression and they defined six basic
categories of facial expressions: sadness ,happiness, fear,
surprise, disgust and anger which has helped for the research
of current expression recognition . In 1991, Maze and
Pentland proposed a new concept using optical flow method
for the recognition of facial expression [5].
The facial expression recognition is done in various
phases. Each stage is discussed in detail as follows

The Automatic Facial Emotion Recognition is done in
five stages as shown in Fig.
The removal of noise is done in the initial stage by giving
image as an input and gives the face for next processing.
The detection of facial components identifies the parts of the
individual parts of the face for recognizing the expression.
The most common feature selection techniques are Principal
Component Analysis, Independent Component Analysis,
Local Binary Patterns, Linear Discriminant Analysis, Local
Directional Pattern and Local Gradient Code. In the next
step, the features are classified into the respective facial
expression base classes based on the methods of
classification. section 2 and 3 shows some feature extraction
techniques. The paper is concluded in section 4.
II.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION &
RESULTS

Wang, Xin; Liu, Xingang; metallic element, Longyan;
Shen, Zhilin et al. [18], have introduced a replacement
Facial feeling Recognition system. It uses the active form
mode (ASM) algorithmic program to align the components
of the face, then native binary patterns ar extracted and it
uses support vector machine (SVM) classifier to spot the
feeling of face from the facial expressions extracted.
Kumar, V.; Basha, A.S.A.et al. [17] have introduced a
replacement model to recognition of face expression, that
uses ripple to reduce the high dimensional knowledge of
image spectrum of face expression into an occasional
dimension knowledge so uses KNN to classify the
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expressions from the still image.
Happy, S. L; Routray, A. et al. [14] have developed a way
for the popularity of expression by utilizing the physical
options of facial frames. some primary facial frames,
supported the facial landmark’s position, was elect that ar
active throughout feeling infusion. These active components
ar once more refined to retrieve the necessary frames that
consists of options for classification of every combine of
expressions, extracting totally different facial components as
pertinent for various combine of expression categories. Oneagainst-one classification approach is enforced mistreatment
these options. The physical options from these components
ar given to a multi-class classifier to classify the pictures.
Singh, M.; Majumder, A.; Behera, L.et al. [9] have
projected AN automatic facial expressions recognition
methodology mistreatment Bayesian network. they need
trained the model mistreatment probabilistic modeling that
extends relationship between facial expression, action units
and finally acknowledges the specified emotions. they need
additionally given ways for options extraction to induce
spacial feature vector and physical feature vector containing
moments extracted when applying Dennis Gabor filter over
facial patches.
Majumder, A.; Behera, L.; Subramanian, V.K. et al. [1],
have proposed a physical feature based facial expression
recognition system using KSOM. Physical features are
selected using Local binary patterns (LBPs). The
dimensionality of the LBP feature vector was compressed
using PCA to dispose the redundant data that leads to
additional computation cost. Automatic Facial expression
analysis systems identifies expressions of face depends on
the selected features. One of the recognition methods is
Frame based. Frame based method does not use physical
information of the input images. It uses the current input
image information with/without a reference frame. The
input image can be still image or real time video which can
be a stream of images. The other method is sequence based.
Sequence based expression uses the physical information of
the frames to identify the expression of one or more patches.
Kai-Tai Song; Chao-Yu statue maker et al. [3], planned a
physical strengthened approach to develop feeling
recognition from the pictures of face. form and material
models of pictures of faces were processed by victimization
active look model (AAM), from that facial feature points
and physical feature values were elect. the chosen options
were employed by connectedness vector machine (RVM) to
spot emotional states. they need given a temporal analysis
technique for distinctive the emotional categories, specified
the factors square measure associated with the relevant class
fitly.
Jizheng Yi; Xia Mao; Lijiang Chen; Yuli Xue; Compare,
A. et al. [2] have given a completely unique Facial feeling
Recognition algorithmic program by utilizing the physical
characteristics and therefore the texture info of the pictures.
The feature points were identifying by a full of life look
model. Then, 3 countenance, that square measure distance
magnitude relation constant of feature points, magnitude
relation constant of affiliation angle and energy parameter of
skin deformation, were applied to scale back the variations
among the people. Finally, a radial basis operate neural
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network was exploited because the classifier for the
algorithmic program.
Li Xia et al. [5] developed the feeling identification
technique supported SVM for the failings of the normal
classification ways. It identifies quick classification with a
mixture of sub-classifier, reducing the classification error.
analysis shows that the multiclassification technique
supported SVM will bring down the coaching and testing
time and improve the performance of classification.
Myunghoon Suk; Prabhakaran, B. et al. [8] have planned
a model victimization the Support Vector Machines(SVMs)
for classifying the emotions. The options of {facial
expression| countenance facial options face expression} for
recognizing the emotions were elect by Active form Model
(ASM) setting the landmarks on a face so connected options
were created by the displacement between neutral and
expression features.
Mu-Chun Su, Chun-Kai principle, Shih-Chieh architect,
De-Yuan Huang, Yi-Zeng Hsieh, and Pa-Chun Wang et al.
[10], have developed AN automatic countenance recognition
system supported feature maps which may be selforganizing. Viola and Jones were accustomed differentiate a
face from a complete image. when an individual's face is
known, a composite methodology was bestowed to find
pupils so the detected face image will be cut, rotated. At
last, a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) was enforced for the
classification of the expressions.
Urvashi Bakshi, Rohit Singhal [16], have projected a
brand-new methodology to spot external body part
victimization DCT, PCA and Kyrgyzstani monetary unit
neural network. PCA may be a ancient methodology of
reducing dimension. distinct circular function remodel
(DCT) may be a fashionable compression technique and
Self Organize Map (SOM) is employed to classify the
suitable emotions.
Lisai Li; Zilu Ying; Tairen principle et al. [4] have
introduced AN rule for facial {features face expression}
Recognition (FER) that depends on fusion of Gabor texture
features and native part quantization (LPQ). The LPQ
feature and Gabor texture feature were elect from the
expression image sequence. LPQ options ar born-again into
histograms of LPQ remodel.
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TABLE 1
EMOTIONAL DATASET
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III.

CONCLUSION

Facial Expression recognition has wide application areas
and it needs additional correct and reliable FER system.
This work has given a survey on face expression recognition
techniques. The feature extraction ways area unit exploited
together with comparison. in line with the survey varied
approaches area unit out there for establish face expression.
during this paper numerous face expression recognition
techniques, its associated areas and numerous analysis
challenges is being surveyed. Methods with higher
recognition rate have sensible performance These
techniques give a temporal answer to the face expression
recognition downside. feeling detection from face
expression is a problem that causes difficulties. So, analysis
during this space can continue for years as several solutions
needs to be to make a perfect programmed. A comparative
study is completed with numerous image information bases
by differentiating the options.
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